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What a summer! Beginning with the Preservation Month House Tour and ending with ‘Sconset History Night and The October Lighthouse Open Day, we have celebrated the Year of the Light in grand form. This newsletter highlights these festive summer events.

More importantly, however, we celebrate the philanthropy that makes our work possible. We can’t document all the work that happens daily at One New Street on conservation and preservation issues. These range from monitoring the future of the LORAN property to work at Ruddick Commons and the Lighthouse to event planning. We are blessed with a talented Board and group of volunteers that daily give of their talents and time.

Your financial generosity makes all this possible. This page highlights some of our younger philanthropists who have proudly given. In addition thanks to all of you who generously support the Lighthouse Maintenance Fund, the Gala and our Annual Membership Appeal.

A special thanks to junior member Mia Pioli who has donated to the Trust since 2011.

LEMONADE STAND: Young philanthropists George and Finn Moore sold lemonade and snacks and donated the proceeds to the Trust.

LIGHTHOUSE MAINTENANCE FUND: There’s still time to contribute! Visit sconsettrust.org
SUMMER RECAP

The first Jog in the Fog on July 29 brought out 80 participants walking and running to the Lighthouse despite drizzle and rain. Many thanks to Eric Baurmeister for organizing the run and to his volunteers including Ann Baurmeister, Lesley Blanchard, Clement Durkes, Ellen Mitchell, Lynn Wilson, Greg Garland and Girard Ruddick. Also special thanks to Clara Baurmeister for the t-shirt design and to the Nantucket Police Department for their help in both the planning and execution.

Jog in the Fog

Thank you to all who volunteered and participated

The first Jog in the Fog on July 29 brought out 80 participants walking and running to the Lighthouse despite drizzle and rain. Many thanks to Eric Baurmeister for organizing the run and to his volunteers including Ann Baurmeister, Lesley Blanchard, Clement Durkes, Ellen Mitchell, Lynn Wilson, Greg Garland and Girard Ruddick. Also special thanks to Clara Baurmeister for the t-shirt design and to the Nantucket Police Department for their help in both the planning and execution.

Trust Annual Meeting

July 7, 2017 at the Casino

Board members elected for a first term were Marcella Zimmerman and Jamie Holt. Elected to a second term were Elizabeth Churchill, Paul Sheridan and Emma Ward.

Rotating off the board after serving two terms were Alice Rochat and Michael Lynch. Both have been vital board members. Alice has served as Secretary and also on various committees. She and her husband George have hosted events at their house. Michael has chaired the Development Committee with focus and innovation. He and his family also hosted the NYC Soirée this year.
Martha Dippel and Danny Korengold hosted the ’Sconset Trust Patrons on August 5. This glorious evening and incredible party was a way to thank our Patrons who annually give a minimum of $1000 to our membership appeal. Deepest appreciation to the Korengold’s for this lovely evening and of course our Patrons who truly provide the basis of our support.

Welcome New Trust Board Members

**MARCELLA BLAYLOCK ZIMMERMAN**

For the past twenty-two years, my husband, Rhoads and our family have spent our summers in Nantucket and for the past twelve years in ’Sconset. I have been involved with the ’Sconset Trust as an ad-hoc member of the development committee and as chair of the first “Night Under the Light” and co-chair of the “Coffin Land Campaign.”

In Nashville, I have served on several boards, chaired the Iroquois Steeplechase and the auction for the Swan Ball as well as other philanthropic endeavors. I’ve also been involved in a leadership capacity with several private schools in Nashville.

My work experience has been the creation of MBZ Interiors, my interior design company and prior to that the Director of Donor Relations for the Vanderbilt University Medical Center.

**JAMES R. HOLT JR.**

James is a founding partner and the Chief Financial Officer of Evergreen Environmental, LLC. Established in 2006, Evergreen has become one of the largest mitigation banking firms in the US. He is responsible for Evergreen’s legal, insurance, accounting and tax matters.

An avid birdwatcher, beekeeper, orchardist, fisherman and hunter, James has spent much of his life in the outdoors studying fish, animal and insect habitat and behavior. He is a member of the Siasconset Casino Association and treasurer of the Siasconset Union Chapel. He graduated from Harvard College (1981) with a B.A. in English.
A Night under the Light Gala

This year’s A Night Under the Light was a resounding success thanks to scores of volunteers, sponsors, and auction donors/winners. This is our only major fundraising event and coupled with our annual membership support makes our work possible. **THANK YOU.**

Special thanks to Gala Chairs Marcella and Rhoads Zimmerman, Silent Auction Chairs Rachel and Paul Sheridan, Volunteer Chairs Lesley Blanchard and Lynn Wilson, and Marketplace Chair Kate Heller O’Reilly.
Thank you our Gala Sponsors

MARCELLA AND RHOADS ZIMMERMAN
Night Under the Light Chairs

1984 Founder
Ann and Eric Baummeister • Marlene Benson • Jackie and Bill Bishop • Lesley F. Blanchard • Kathy and David Cheek • Martha Dippel and Danny Korengold • Dorinda Dodge • Lynn and Mark Filipski • Sam and Matt Fremont-Smith • Cynthia and John Gallagher • Heather and Greg Garland • Barbara and Elliot Gewitz • Maureen and Johngraf • Dee and Jimmy Haslam • Nicole and Philip Hadley • Cassandra Henderson • Pam and Bill Holding • Barbara and Arnos Hostetter • Ann and Johnny Johnson • Karen and Michael Lynch • Julie Meade • Noreen and Jack Poulson • DeeDee and Steve Renehan • Girard Ruthnick • Susan Ruthnick • Rachel and Paul Sheridan • Mary and Don Stockton • Laura and Greg Spivy • Eileen Shields-West and Robin West Caroline and F. Helmut Weymar •

’Sconset Light
Nancy Brolly • Patti and Doug Brown • Barry and Sue Cooper • Christina Craighead • Lilo and Tom Cunningham • Marianne and Bob Felch • Karyn M. Frisk • Ann and Sam Furrow • Jessica and Drew Guff • The Harris Family • Pamela and Douglas Hendrickson • Julia and John Hilton • Connie and Dennis Keller • Virginia and John Laytham • Mr. and Mrs. Brian MacDonald • Penelope and Paul McDonnell • Mary McAuliffe and Ron McMahon • Sally and Robert Michler • Holly and Marshall Pagon • Martha and Charley Polachi • Jenny and Michael Price • Phylis and Jerome Rappaport • Helen and Charles Schwab • Julie and Brian Simmons • Lynne and John Stahler • James A. Strasenburgh • Amy and Mark Tercel • Charlie and Alison Townsend •

’Sconset Rose
Kristen and DeWitt Alexandre • Dr. and Mrs. Joseph Arvey • Jeanne and Norm Asher • Carol Atkinson • Janet and Sam Bailey • Judy and John Belash • Mr. and Mrs. Scott P. Biedron • Elizabeth Russell Boe • Elizabeth Gilbert-Bono and Mark Bono • Dana and David Boyce • Deane and Ken Brasfield • Marianne and Chris Brewster • Paula and David Brown • Susan and David Brownwood • Annie and John Carter • Elizabeth Churchill • Cheryl Clarkson and Daniel Townsend • Tiffany and George Cloutier • Stephen and Helen Coleen • Drs. Helen and Stephen Colen • Jane Condon and Kenneth G. Bartels • In Honor of Elliott Gewirtz • Maggie and John Cooley • Kathy and Chip Cruice • Anne DeLANey and Chip Carver • Lois and Bill Druckenmiller • Rick and Clement Durkes • Lucy and Mark Engebritson • Margaree and John Fark • Cecce and Mack Fowler • Megan and Robert Gabriel • Jocelyn and Charlie Gailliot • Ashley and Benji Ghirsky • Karel and Frank Greenburg • Robin and Jay Hammer • Courtney and Marco Hanig • Mary W. Heller • Nina Hellman and Jeremy Shamos • Vanessa and Sam Halpert • Carol and Robert Henry • Jan and Gene Hilzenrath • Judy and Bill Holding • Shelia and Don Hollings • Hollie and Jamie Holt • Chris and Dave Hulme • Mr. and Mrs. Arthur L. Kelly • Carol and Ken Kinsley • Carolyn Lamm and Peter Halle • Kitty and Chuck Laine • Joyce and Eddie Lawrence • Terry and Gene Lockhart • Kathi and Tom Loughlin • Kiera and Jerry Lynch • Marilee Matteson • Carolyn and Thomas Meehan • Siobhan and Bill Moore • Marcia and Doug Moran • Marianne and Richard Moscicki • Virginia and Alan Nathan • Liz and Bob Nolan • Shelley and C.O. North • Tricia and Harold O’Callaghan • Kate Heller O’Reilly • Beatriz and Eric Olson • Mr. Alexis K. Otto • Colleen and Will Overlock • Trina and Mike Overlock • Valerie and Jeffrey Paley • Liz and Jeff Peak • Karen and Harry Pinson • Dallas and Scott Pieto • Lucy and Nicholas Platt • Julia and Larry Pollock • Kim and Lori Preston • Ann and Chris Quick • Marcia and Tom Richards • Susan and Kennedy Richardson • Liz and Al Rider • Susan and Bob Ried • Mr. and Mrs. Michael A. F. Roberts • Alice and George Rochat • Eileen Rudden and Josh Posner • Diane and John Samuels • Carol Sanford and Peter Ridder • Sara Schwartz and Will Hannum • Elizabeth and Frederick Singer • Catharine and Jeffrey Soros • Daisy M. Soros • Barbara and Dick Stockton • Ada A. Strasenburgh • Helen and Carter Strong • Penner and Joseph Strubel • Liz and Wilson Sullivan •

Conny Tevebaugh • Judy Tolsdorf • Vicky and Peter Tulloch • Deborah and James Walker • Laurie and Toby Webb • Suzy and Jack Welch • Daryl and Robert Westbrook • Susan and John Whitney • Walter Wick • Joanne S. Wilson • Lynn and Jim Wilson • Betsy and Joe Wright • Bunny and Jacques Wullschleger • M. Paige Yates • Mimi Young • Mr. and Mrs. R. Rhoads Zimmerman •

Indicates a contribution of $10,000 or greater to the Sankaty Capital Light Maintenance Fund

Silent Auction Donors
Dave Santopietro • Clement Durkes • Phoebe McKeen • Tuckernuck Designs • Eileen Powers • Javatime Designs • Emma Ward • Rilie Leflon • Susan Handy, the Chanticleer • Bo Blair, Millie’s • Mark Enick, Island Antiques • Jef Lyons • Kathy Adams • James Oglivy, Oglivy Photography • Dee and Jimmie Haslam • Sarah Schwartz and William Hannum • Rhoads Zimmerman • Kennedy Richardson • Jocelyn Gailliot, Tuckernuck Designs • Cynthia and John Gallagher • Lynn Wilson, Lynn Wilson Fine Jewlery • Martha Polachi • Kate Bronson and Tom Scott, the Nantucket Project • Bill Belichick • Fred and Patrice Collard • Dave and Meg Lloyd • Rachel Hayden, Inn at Little Washington • Nancy Bennett, US Golf Open • Paul and Rachel Sheridan •

Gala Sponsors •
950 New York Avenue N.W. • Washington, D.C. 20001 • 202.457.8232 • NantucketProject.org • The ’Sconset Trust
LIGHTHOUSE UPDATE

Thanks to the generosity of over 100 donors to date, we have raised over $300,000 for our $250,000 challenge. This Fund will be added to earlier Lighthouse contributions to form a designated fund to maintain the Light.

Please visit our website or contact the Trust office for more information.

LEADERSHIP GIFTS
Eric & Anne Baumreister
Marlene Benson
William & Jacqueline Bishop
Lesley Blanchard
G. David & Katherine Cheek
Dorinda Dodge
Greg & Heather Garland
Elliott & Barbara Gewirtz
William & Pamela Holding Jr.
Amos & Barbara Hostetter
Johnny and Ann Johnson
Michael & Karen Lynch
Julie Meade
Girard Ruddick
Susan Ruddick
Don & Mary Shockey
Gregory & Laura Spivy
Helmut & Caroline Weyman

LIGHTHOUSE MAINTENANCE FUND DONORS
As of August 10, 2017

THANK YOU!

SANKATY HEAD LIGHTHOUSE OPEN DAY

Saturday, October 7
11 a.m.–2 p.m.

GIFTS
Frank & Georgine Anton
Samuel & Janet Bailey
Scott & Tracey Biedron
Thomas & Barbara Bisham
Philip & Erin Boeckman
Nancy Broll
Charles Byrne & Ellen Mitchell
Cashman Family
Elizabeth Churchill
Bernard & Carol Coffin
John & Maggie Cooley
James & Chris Cowperthwait
Martha Cox
Christina Craighead
Vincent & Nicolys D’Agostino
Sheils Daume
David & Mary Eklund
Ralph & Marion De Groff
Douglas DeMuro
Richard & Clement Durkes
Douglas & Caroline Ellis
Edward J. Ference-Gray
Mark & Lynn Filipski
Hunter & Lynn Finnell
Robert A. Franklin & Charles Mappin
Matthew & Samantha Fremont-Smith
Karyn McLaughlin Frist
Henry & Mary Louise Gaillot
John & Cynthia Gallagher
Frank & Karel Greenberg
Lawrence Guido
Richard G. Halper
Sam & Vanessa Halpert
Lucile Hays
Douglas & Pamela Hendrickson
Sarah Hindle
William & Julia Hobart
William & Judith Holding Sr.
Christopher & Linda Holland
Curtis H. Humphreys & Carolyn Matthews
Blair & Amanda Jacobson
Sally Johnson
Paul & Mary Ann Judy

LIGHTHOUSE MAINTENANCE FUND UPDATE

Daniel L. Korengold & Martha L. Dippell
Eric & Jacqueline Kraeutler
Paul & Susan Lancaster
Augustus & Nancy Larson
Drew & Hilary Lipner
H. Eugene & Terry Lockhart
Marilee Matteson
James F. McConnell
Reese & Sandy McDonnell
Richardson & Pam Merriman
Mark & Kerry Milhench
Ann Morton
David & Jean Nathan
John & Suzanne O’Toole
Willard J. & Colleen Overlock III
Marshall & Holly Pagen
Jeffrey & Valerie Paley
Harry & Karen Pinson
Charles & Martha Polachi
James & Kathleen Poole
Robert & Gene Pratte
Thomas & Lisa Ragno
Steve & Dee Dee Renesh
Charles & Susan Rickards
George & Alice Rochat
Daniel F. Runde
Sylvester & Linda Ryan
Bonnie Sacerdote
Sarah Ann Miller & David Bosel
Penny Scheerer
William & Ronnie Scott
Penny F. Snow
Jonathan C. Swain
Ted & Sandy Taylor
Mark & Amy Terezik
Constance Tevebaugh
Judy C. Tolsdorf
Nikki S. Toole
James & Elinor Vaughter
Tom & Emma Ward
Alexander & Laurie Webb III
Daniel W. White & Elizabeth V. Hussey
Duncan & Mary Will
James & Lynn Wilson
Mary-Elizabeth Young
Rhoads & Marcella Zimmerman
Thank you to our many dedicated volunteers. We couldn’t do it without you!

**Mailing Volunteers**
Kathy Anselmi
Barbara Bisphan
Kathy Cheek
Elizabeth Churchill
Clement Durkes
Sarah Ellis
Barbara Runde

**House Tour**
Elizabeth Churchill, Chair
Kathy Cheek
Clement Durkes
Caroline Ellis
Cynthia Gallagher
Ann Johnson
Daphne McCarthy
Susan Ried
Mary Shockey
Emma Ward
Nonie Bentley
Barbara Bisphan
Nancy Broll
Nina Fredland
Heather Garland
Debbie Glasson
Helen Hammond
Stephanie Hodge
Sarah Hodges
Curtie Humphries
Sheila Lathrop
Donna Lockhart
Daphne McCarthy
John McCarthy
Jane Nolan
Marilyn Sansom
Sara Sansom
Don Sansom
Alix St. Clair
Mary Will

**2017 Gala**
Kathy Arvay
Barbara Bisphan
Betsy Boe
Marianna Brewster
Patti Brown
Kathy Cheek
Elizabeth Churchill
Carol Coffin
Bernie Coffin
Kathy Cruice
Lilo Cunningham
Rindy Dodge
Clement Durkes
Karyn Frist
Cynthia Gallagher
Heather Garland
Ashley Ghriskey
Robin Hammer
Courtney Hanig
Jodi Hilton
Sheilah Hollings
Chris Hulme
Sherry Kelly
Mary MacDonald
Sally Michler
Marcia Moran
Liz Nolan
Shelley North
Karen Pinson
Marty Polachi
Susan Reid
Liz Rider
Jennifer Rodts
Liz Sullivan
Emma Ward
Mary Will
Paige Yates

**4th of July**
Kate and Nikolai Starrett, Chairs
Sam Bell
Charlotte Cunningham
Will Newcomb
The ’Sconset Trust
OVER 25 YEARS OF CONSERVATION & PRESERVATION 1984 – 2017
P.O. BOX 821, Siasconset, Massachusetts 02564 PHONE: 508 257 4100 FAX: 508 257 6200
EMAIL: INFO@SCONSETTRUST.ORG WWW.SCONSETTRUST.ORG

Mission
Our mission is to protect the unique character of the ’Sconset community through conservation of open land and preservation of historically and/or architecturally significant structures in and around the village.

Columbus Day Weekend
October 7, 2017
11 a.m. – 2 p.m.

18th Annual
NYC
Soirée 2018

Spring 2018
TBA

Sunday
July 22, 2018
9th Annual

» A GOOD READ
In Ruddick Commons
an essay about daily walks in Ruddick Commons by writer and Sconset summer resident Jane Keating is posted online at sconsettrust.org

Photos by Kris Kinsley Hancock